04-02-20
HPX – PMC meeting notes

Present:
Hartmut, Mikael, Thomas, John, Auriane, Katie, Adrian

Administrative business:

Governance document is public. No feedback yet

Mikael will update calendar invite

GSoC applications will be discussed further next week

Notes:

Mikael
- Code issues, #pragma once has some pushback. Will send email for feedback on this issue
- Needs someone to review local runtime PR, Thomas will do it

Hartmut
- News on CI testers (Thomas inquired)
  Rebuilt Rostam
  Looking into github actions or Pysicle
  Alireza will reach out to John to discuss setting up Pycicle
- sort_by_key example started to fail but the error cannot be reproduced on windows machine

John
- Needs help with updating and finalizing pending pull requests, especially the one related to APEX